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The feasibility of creating granular superconducting films of NbN–SiO2 with a controlled grain
size by a sol-gel method is demonstrated. A comprehensive study is made of the structural and
transport properties of granular films of 80%NbN–20%SiO2 with different thicknesses. It is
found that production of a complete superconducting transition requires that the samples have
thicknesses greater than 750 nm. The critical temperatures for a superconducting transition and
the upper critical magnetic fields are roughly constant for films with different thicknesses and
equal 4.5 K and 4.4 T, respectively. A crossover from 2D to 3D behavior is discovered in the
temperature variation of the upper parallel critical field. It is shown that at low magnetic fields
the resistive transitions obey an Arrhenius law. The mechanism for broadening of resistive transi-
tions in magnetic fields is most likely magnetic flux creep. The magnetic field dependence of the
activation energy is obtained. Typical initial signs of a magnetically induced superconductor-
insulator transition are observed at high magnetic fields. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3533238�
I. INTRODUCTION

Research on low dimensionality systems, such as ultra-
thin films, nanodispersed granular systems, quantum dots,
quantum bits, etc., has recently been expanding rapidly.
These systems have fundamentally new, unique properties
and manifest unusual quantum mechanical effects. Chemi-
cally and physically stable materials are required for the de-
velopment, creation, and utilization of nanostructured sys-
tems with specified properties and new functional
capabilities. With its high adhesion and durability,1,2 chemi-
cal inertness,3,4 stability under thermal cycling,5 and high
melting point, NbN has properties of this sort and is one of
the priority materials for microelectronics. Its superconduct-
ing properties are of particular interest and include a high
critical temperature �up to 17 K for the bulk material� and
high critical magnetic fields and critical currents �for thin
films Jc�107 A /cm2�. A short coherence length �
=4–7 nm and a long London magnetic field penetration
depth �NbN=180 nm are observed in thin films. Ultrathin,
homogeneous NbN films are widely used to make supercon-
ducting detectors, filters, single-photon transistors, and
antennas.6–8

The structural and electrical properties of NbN films de-
pend very strongly on the fabrication techniques. Introducing
disorder into a film leads, on one hand, to a reduction in the
critical temperature while, on the other, it may increase such
parameters as the critical current and critical magnetic field.
In addition, disorder is one of the possible mechanisms re-
sponsible for the appearance of quantum mechanical effects
such as a superconductor-insulator transition,9–13 stochastic
resonance,14,15 etc. Thus, from a basic, as well as applied,
standpoint, there is some interest in the feasibility of creating
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granular structures with specified NbN grain sizes in insulat-
ing matrices. Granular films can consist of granules with
sizes ranging from a few to hundreds of nanometers and
belong to a class of artificial material whose electronic prop-
erties are easily modelled.9 By fine tuning the coupling be-
tween granules a system can be shifted from a “good metal”
or superconducting state to an “insulating” state. Supercon-
ductivity evolves in stepwise fashion in them; at first indi-
vidual granules enter a superconducting state and then Jo-
sephson couplings develop between them and a global
superconducting state of the entire system as a whole sets in.

Thermal vaporization and magnetron sputtering are
widely used conventional methods of preparing granular ma-
terials. Here we propose an alternative technology which has
recently been under rapid development: a sol-gel method for
creating granular films with subsequent thermal nitriding.
This technology makes it possible to synthesize high quality
coatings that meet the strict specifications of modern engi-
neering and to control the size of the superconducting gran-
ules in an insulating matrix.16

In this paper we present the results of a comprehensive
study of the structural and superconducting properties of
granular films of xNbN-�100-x�SiO2 �where x=80 mol%�
with thicknesses ranging from 450 to 1950 nm. The effect of
magnetic fields on the features of the superconducting state
is examined and typical signs of magnetic-field induced
superconducting-insulator transitions are discovered.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

A. Sample preparation and structural characteristics

Films of xNb2O5–�100–x�SiO2 �where x=10, 80, 60, 50,
40, 20, 0 mol%� with different thicknesses were prepared by
© 2010 American Institute of Physics
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a sol-gel technique. The initial solution of
xNb2O5–�100–x�SiO2 is a mixture of tetraethoxy silane
�TEOS, Fluka� and niobium chloride �NbCl5, Aldrich� with
ethanol and acetyl acetone as a complexing agent. The solu-
tion was deposited on a quartz substrate by centrifuging.
Substrates with the deposited film were dried for 24 h at
room temperature and then in a muffle furnace at 250 °C for
about an hour. This procedure yields a film with a thickness
of about 150 nm. Thicker films were obtained by repeating
this procedure for the required number of times.

After a coating of xNb2O5–�100–x�SiO2 was obtained,
the film was subjected to thermal nitriding in a flow-though
ammonia medium heated at a rate of 1 °C /min up to a cer-
tain temperature and then isothermally for an hour.

Comprehensive structural studies were conducted of
samples nitrided at different temperatures. X-ray structural
analyses of the films were done on a Philips X’Pert diffrac-
tometer in a �-2� geometry using CuK� radiation. X-ray dif-
fraction patterns were recorded at room temperature before
and after the films were nitrided. The SiO2 phase remains
amorphous for any nitriding temperature. With nitriding at
1200 °C, only the crystalline phase of NbN is present in the
film, while at lower nitriding temperatures peaks correspond-
ing to crystalline NbO and Nb2O5 phases were also ob-
served. Thus, the optimal nitriding temperature was found to
be 1200 °C.

Topographic images of all the test samples before and
after nitriding were obtained with an atomic force micro-
scope �AFM� on an MSS-system stand �Łodz University, Po-
land�. Some typical AFM topographic images of samples of
xNb2O5–�100–x�SiO2 �with x=80 and 60 mol%� after nitrid-
ing at T=1200 °C are shown in Fig. 1. In all of the films,
except the pure SiO2 films, there is a regular nanocrystalline
structure and the position of the NbN granules becomes more
regular as the amount of niobium is increased. The maximum
size of the NbN granules is 100 nm at the maximum concen-
tration x=100 mol% �see Table I�, although the size of the
Nb2O3 granules prior to nitriding may reach 500 nm. Thus,
varying the molar ratio Nb2O5:SiO2 in the initial gel and the
nitriding process, together, make it possible to produce
NbN–SiO2 films with specified NbN granule sizes.

The fabrication technique and structural characteristics
of the granular NbN–SiO2 films are described in more detail
elsewhere.2

For the studies of the superconducting properties re-
ported here we chose films of xNb2O5–�100–x�SiO2 with x
=80 mol% and different thicknesses d: 450, 750, 1050, 1350,
1650, and 1950 nm.

B. Transport measurement techniques

Transport measurements were made in a standard Ox-
ford Instruments cryostat equipped with a superconducting
solenoid that produced a maximum magnetic field of 14 T
and temperatures of 1.4–300 K. The accuracy of the tem-
perature measurement and stabilization over 1.4–10 K was
better than 10−3 K an over 10–300 K, 0.05 K.

The resistance R was measured by the four-probe
method; the samples were in the form of double Hall crosses.
Dc and ac �50 nA, 13 Hz� measurements were made. The
transport current I was parallel to the plane of the film with
loaded 09 Feb 2011 to 152.3.102.242. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
I�H. The critical magnetic fields Hc2 were determined from
the average of the resistive transitions.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Transitions into a superconducting state at H=0

Figure 2 shows the temperature variations of the resis-
tance per square for films with thicknesses d=450, 750,
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FIG. 1. AFM topographic images of xNb2O5–�100–x�SiO2 films after ni-
triding: x=60 �a�, 80 �b�, and 100 mol.% �c�. The maximum size of the
crystallites is 100 nm.
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1050, 1350, 1650, and 1950 nm. All the samples had a nega-
tive temperature coefficient of resistivity before their super-
conducting transition and, as can be seen from the inset to
Fig. 2, the conductivity has a logarithmic dependence, ��T�
=a+b ln T, in agreement with theoretical predictions9 for
granular metals. A similar type of conductivity has been ob-
served in granular NbN films with smaller granules and in
three-dimensional granular systems.9,12 No superconducting
transition was observed in the 450-nm-thick sample �over
temperatures from 300 to 1.4 K�. Samples with thicknesses
of 750 nm and greater have a superconducting transition.
The critical temperatures for the onset of a superconducting
transition Tc onset in zero magnetic field vary somewhat
around 8 K, with a slight tendency to increase for thicker
films. �See the inset to Fig. 2.� The slight difference in Tc onset

for samples with different thicknesses may be related to the
presence of a small amount of crystalline N2O5 in the
samples.

The critical superconducting transition temperatures Tc

determined from the midpoint of the resistive transition at
the level of �max /2 are equal �as they should be for granular
films9� and are on the order of 4.5 K.

Figure 3 illustrates the transition to the superconducting
state for a film with d=1350 nm in zero magnetic field H
=0 T. The critical temperature for the onset of the transition
is Tc�0.9�=6.39 K, for the end of the transition, Tc�0.1�

TABLE I. Average diameter of NbN granules in an SiO2 matrix for films
with different concentrations of Nb2O5 in the starting solution derived from
AFM topological images of the films.

Concentration of Nb2O5,
mol.%

Average diameter of NbN granules,
nm

50 35
60 50
70 60
80 83
100 100
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FIG. 2. Temperature variations of the resistance per square for
xNb2O5–�100–x�SiO2 films of different thickness: 450 �1�, 750 �2�, 1050
�3�, 1350 �4�, 1650 �5�, and 1950 nm �6�. The inset shows the temperature
dependence of the specific resistance for the sample with thickness d
=1350 nm.
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=3.59 K, and for the middle, Tc�0.5�=4.5 K. The width is
�Tc=�T�T0.9–T0.1�=2.8 K and Tc onset�7.5 K. Global su-
perconducting coherence is established in the system at fairly
low temperatures because of the increased Josephson cou-
pling energy between granules. The onset of the supercon-
ducting transition is determined by the appearance of super-
conductivity in the volume of the granules, and the end, by
the appearance of superconductivity along weak intergranule
paths. The critical temperature of pure NbN is on the order of
16 K �for thin homogeneous films, about 10 K�, and for our
granular films the critical temperature is a factor of two
lower. We may ask, why is there such a large drop in the
critical temperature? We cannot provide a unique answer, but
this property is not unusual for granular systems. Disorder
can significantly reduce the critical temperature. In an ideal
system of granules, phase coherence sets in simultaneously
over the entire volume, while smearing out of the supercon-
ducting transition is controlled by fluctuations in the order
parameter. Real systems have a spatial inhomogeneity, both
in the granule sizes and in the thicknesses of the dielectric
spacers. Percolation models of conduction are more suitable
for systems of this kind. According to these theories phase
coherence is established only within a limited number of
clusters when the temperature is lowered. As the temperature
is reduced, the superconducting clusters grow and an infinite
cluster develops—the resistance drops to zero.10 Thus, the
large spread in the superconducting transition in zero mag-
netic field which we have observed may be related to the
strong disorder and granularity of the films.

B. Effect of a low magnetic field on the superconducting
state

Many systems �granular films, HTSC, films and crystals
of MgB2� manifest a broadening of resistive transitions In
low magnetic fields that has been the subject of numerous
interpretations and controversies. This phenomenon may be
related to structural inhomogeneity, or to fluctuations or
creep in the magnetic flux. It is not always easy to distin-
guish these mechanisms. Figure 3 shows the temperature de-
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of the specific resistance for different
values of the perpendicular magnetic field for the sample with thickness d
=1350 nm.
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pendences of the specific resistance of a film of thickness d
=1350 nm for different magnetic fields H perpendicular to
the plane of the film. In low magnetic fields the resistive
transitions are broadened. The width �T of the resistive tran-
sition, defined as the difference between the temperatures
measured at 0.1�max and 0.9�max, is on the order of 2.8 K in
zero magnetic field, while the spreading of the resistive tran-
sition is greater, more than 3 K, in a magnetic field of 1.5 T.

The spreading out of the resistive transitions in magnetic
fields observed in granular films, HTSC, artificial superlat-
tices, and other inhomogeneous systems has been interpreted
in terms of energy dissipation. In our case, the dissipation
mechanism is probably associated with magnetic flux creep,
since the size of the superconducting granules is consider-
ably greater than the coherence length. This interpretation is
justified by the fact that at low resistances ��	�max� the ��T�
curves have a thermally activated character. In general, this
kind of dependence can be written as

R = R0 exp�− U�H,T�/kT� , �1�

where U�H, T� is the activation energy, which depends dif-
ferently on the temperature and magnetic field in different
types of structures and k is the Boltzmann constant.17,18 � is
plotted as a function of 1/T for a film with d=1350 nm for
several values of the magnetic field in Fig. 4. Figure 4, to-
gether with the analogous data for other samples, implies
that the resistive behavior is well described by an Arrhenius
law �1�. According to the Anderson and Kim models,18 the
activation energy for magnetic flux creep as a function of
magnetic field and temperature can be written in the form
U�H�=U0H��1−T /Tc�n. The activation energy for the film
with d=1350 nm is plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of mag-
netic field. The activation energy in zero magnetic field,
U0�H=0�, is of order 10 K. The variation in the activation
energy is characterized by two power laws, with �=−1 /3 for
low fields and shifting to �=−4.

The broadening of resistive transitions in granular films
for low magnetic fields can also be explained in terms of a
model of coupled Josephson junctions. Then the effect is
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FIG. 4. Normalized resistance as a function of reciprocal temperature for
different values of the magnetic field for the sample with thickness d
=1350 nm.
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independent of the macroscopic Lorentz force, i.e., of the
direction of the transport current relative to the magnetic
field. This sort of effect has been observed experimentally in
granular NbN films.19 Additional experimental studies are
needed in order to compare our results with the theoretical
model considered here.

C. Effect of high magnetic fields on the superconducting
state

All the initial signs of a magnetically induced
superconductor-insulator transition are observed in a sample
with d=1350 nm at high magnetic fields. Superconductor-
insulator transitions have recently been much studied and
experimentally observed in various systems, such as ultrathin
amorphous films of MoxGe1−x, MoxSi1−x, InOx, Be, Bi, Ta,
Bi /Sb, Nb0,15Si0,85, films of Nd2−xCexCuO4+y, granular films,
and arrays of Josephson junctions.11 Although a wide range
of different low-dimensional systems which manifest
superconductor-insulator transitions is already known, the
nature of these transitions is not conclusively understood.
The phase transition for many structures is explained by the
Fisher scaling theory20 �a theory of duality between Cooper
pairs and vortices�. It is assumed that at T=0 there are delo-
calized Cooper pairs and localized vortices below the transi-
tion, at fields H
Hc �superconductor�, and localized pairs
on delocalized vortices above the transition H�Hc �insula-
tor�. For disordered uniform films with relatively low resis-
tance per square, this effect can be explained by quantum
mechanical corrections to the conductivity.21 In granular sys-
tems with small granule sizes �this model can scarcely apply
to our granular films because of the large size of the gran-
ules, on the order of 80 nm� the transition is explained by a
competition between the Josephson intergranule coupling
force and the charge Coulomb energy of individual granules.
If the Coulomb blocking has the advantage, the Cooper pairs
become localized as T→0 and the system undergoes a tran-
sition to the insulating state.9–11 The nature of this fairly uni-
versal phenomenon is still not unambiguously understood.

The first sign of a superconductor-insulator transition is
a fan-like dependence of the resistance on temperature for
different values of the magnetic field. There are three ways
the R�T� curves can evolve as the magnetic field is varied.
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FIG. 5. The activation energy for magnetic flux creep as a function of
magnetic field for the sample with thickness d=1350 nm.
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The first type of curve is fan-like R�T curves for different
values of the magnetic field with a horizontal separatrix
separating the families of curves with a superconducting
transition from those for which there is no transition. The
second type are also fan-like curves, but with an inclined
separatrix that tends to steepen or even go to infinity as the
temperature is reduced. And the third type—if the fields are
sufficiently great, then the first derivative is negative every-
where and in the range of intermediate fields the R�T curves
have two extrema, a minimum near Tc onset and a maximum
at lower temperatures followed by a transition into a super-
conducting state. A horizontal separatrix is considered to be
the ideal case. An inclination of the separatrix may be asso-
ciated with single particle transport between superconducting
granules.11 On the other hand, a minimum of the resistance is
observed in systems with very thick dielectric spacers where
superconductivity develops in stages—first in the granules
and then a Josephson junction develops between them.10 In
our granular films we observe an initial segment of fan-like
temperature dependences ��T� for the specific resistance with
an inclined separatrix �see Fig. 3�. Because of the inclined
and, apparently, even nonlinear separatrix, it is not possible
to use the single-parameter Fisher scaling theory20 and deter-
mine the critical resistance Rc of the superconductor-
insulator transition. Earlier it was assumed that the
superconductor-insulator phase transition is characterized by
a universal quantum resistance Rc�h /4e2� 6.5 k�. Now,
relying on many experiments, it is assumed that there is no
such universal resistance Rc for these kinds of systems.11

Several interesting arise: is there a special resistance Rc as-
sociated with a quantum phase transition; how does it depend
on the properties of the corresponding quantum boundary
state; and, is it possible to control Rc? It has been shown with
percolation models for superconductor-insulator transitions
that the critical resistance depends on the disorder distribu-
tion and on the nature of the percolation current channels.22

The second sign of a magnetically induced
superconductor-insulator transition is crossing of the mag-
netic field dependences of the resistance for different tem-
peratures and the third is negative magnetoresistance in
strong magnetic fields �see Fig. 6�. Initial signs of a
superconductor-insulator transition are observed in the
sample with thickness d=1350 nm for both parallel and per-
pendicular magnetic fields. It should be noted that all the
characteristic features of a superconductor-insulator transi-
tion have appeared at temperatures above 1.4 K and the ef-
fect will be more marked at lower temperatures. A detailed
experimental study of the features of the superconductor-
insulator transitions and a comparison with theoretical mod-
els will be carried out later.

D. Upper critical magnetic fields

The variations in the parallel and perpendicular upper
critical magnetic fields with temperature for a film with d
=1650 nm are plotted in Fig. 7. The upper perpendicular and
parallel fields at T=0 K determined by extrapolating the lin-
ear segments of the Hc�T� curves for films with d
=750–1950 nm are roughly equal at 4.4 T. Thus, the aniso-
tropy parameter = �dHcII /dT� / �dHc� /dT� for these granular
films equals 1. The Ginzburg–Landau theory for classical
loaded 09 Feb 2011 to 152.3.102.242. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
type II superconductors, which is valid near Tc, yields the
following relationship between the coherence length ��T� of
a superconducting condensate and the upper critical mag-
netic field: Hc2��T�=�0 /2��II

2 �T�, where �0=2.07
·10−15 T /m2 is the quantum of magnetic flux. The tempera-
ture dependence Hc2��T� is linear. According to the
Ginzburg–Landau theory, Hc2 increases as the coherence
length decreases; this is related to a reduction in the vortex
size. The parallel coherence length ���0� at T=0, determined
from the perpendicular critical field, is roughly 8 nm.

Figure 7 shows that the perpendicular upper critical field
has a linear dependence Hc���Tc−T�, i.e., the film has 3D
behavior. The variation in Hc� is close to a square root form
�2D behavior� near the transition temperature Tc, but is linear
at low temperatures; that is, a 2D-3D crossover is observed
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�Fig. 7�. This crossover can be explained in terms of the
Ginzburg–Landau theory and is related to the behavior of a
vortex system. This is so, because, on one hand, near Tc the
coherence length is comparable to the granule size. On the
other hand, the coherence length depends on temperature and
decreases with falling temperature; that is, a dimensional
crossover is observed in the vortex system.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

1. A sol-gel technique for fabricating granular
NbN–SiO2 films with specified granule sizes has been devel-
oped and perfected. The optimum nitriding temperature has
been chosen.

2. The critical superconducting transition temperatures
�about 4.5 K� and upper critical parallel and perpendicular
magnetic fields �4.4 T� have been determined for
80%NbN–20%SiO2 films with different thicknesses. A 2D to
3D dimensional crossover in the temperature dependence of
the upper critical parallel magnetic field has been discovered.

3. It has been found that at low magnetic fields the re-
sistive transitions are well described by an Arrhenius law.
The dependence of the activation energy on the magnetic
field obeys a power law U�H−1/3 for low fields and changes
to U�H−4 as the magnetic field is increased. We believe that
the most likely mechanism for the broadening of the resistive
transitions in low magnetic fields is magnetic flux creep.

4. Initial signs typical of magnetically induced
superconductor-insulator phase transitions are observed at
high magnetic fields.
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